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The problem chosen is one which utilizes the fabrication of parts 
to be constructed into a unified sculptural whole. The documentation 
of the fabrication of two sculptural statements is presented in this 
paper. A personal process of finalizing a finished piece will be 
presented. The works in the following pages are from similar.ideas, 
yet different in their approach because of the two separate materials 
utilized--mild steel and quarter-sawed white oak. The first documented 
piece discussed is in steel; the second, in wood . What guides the 
approach to the works as sculptural ideas will first be encountered. 
I am involved in the process of making objects. The subject matter 
of my sculptures state their own existence as three-dimensional form. 
My statement is primarily motivated by a desire to experience lines and 
tension in space. The tension experience comes through the use of 
various dimensional thicknesses of line and their accompanying weights. 
The linear elements are directional, their tense characters vary in 
degree from one material to another, i. e. , steel and wood . 
The sculpture shows that my hand has touched and worked the material. 
The material relays information to show the directness of its execution 
in the construction process. The tension process incorporated into the 
pieces registers with the material at its chosen worked state - to be 
in parity. 
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THE APPROACH TO STEEL AND WOOD SCULPTURES 
The problem chosen is one which utilizes the fabrication of parts 
to be constructed into a unified sculptural whole. The documentation 
of the fabrication of  two sculptural stat�ments is presented in this 
paper. A personal process o f  finalizing a finished piece will be pre­
sented. The works in the following pages are from similar ideas, yet 
different in their approach because o f  the two separate materials uti­
lized--mild steel and quarter-sawed white oak. The first documented 
piece discussed is in steel; the second, in wood. What guides the 
approach to the works as sculptural ideas will first be encountered. 
I am involved in the process o f  making objects. The subject matter 
of the structures states their own existence as three-dimensional forms. 
These statements are primarily motivated by a desire to experience ten­
sion and lines in space, not by the looking at works by other sculptors 
or by the industrial complex that surrounds my existence. However, the 
use of industrial techniques for fabrication is the approach needed for 
my sculpture. The tensions experienced in the works come through the 
use of various dimensional thicknesses o f  line and their accompanying 
weights. The lines in the pieces are directional; their tense charac­
ters, resulting in some form of suspension, vary noticeably in degree 
from one material to another. 
When working in mild steel, an inherent quality o f  the material is 
sensed that will let itself be put into tension. That inherent guality 
of steel, in its formed and constructed character, is durable and struc­
turally formalized to be under stress. This results in minimal visual 
recognition o f  having components in tension, yet easily lends tension 
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to be expressed mechanically in structured geometric components. The 
use of geometric motifs registers a direct sensation to the line causing 
the tensile properties o f  the piece to read as visually important as 
the line itsel f. The finished steel piece is in equilibrium when the 
tension is juxtaposed with the linear forms. The lines o f  the steel 
structure appear cold and mechanical, yet strong in the environment as 
they visually reach out from point-to-point. 
In changing from mild steel to oak, tension is visually more appar­
ent. The tension that visually registers in the oak is one in which the 
material challenges the stress it encounters. The granular structure 
of the oak is relaxed when not fabricated to be in tens �on, yet, when 
the wood components are under stress, the grain o f  the wood moves visu­
ally to the encountered tension. Working wood in linear-geometric mo­
tifs causes the material to appear fragile; however, an equilibrium 
exists with the tension process and the wood components. Both are con­
stantly evolving because o f  the flexibility o f  the material under constant 
stress . The lines o f  the constructed wood forms are warmer and more 
fragile than the steel, moving more into the piece's spatial domain, 
not outreaching as they are in steel. 
The workmanship shows that the sculptures have been touched and 
manipulated. The material relays in formation to show the directness o f  
its execution in the construction process. The steel has been welded 
and ground down; the wood has been cut and sanded. My craftsmanship 
correlates to the concept o f  incorporating tension into the structure. 
I do not polish the surfaces because that would ove�elm the visual 
perception o f  tension. On the other hand, the surfaces are not rough 
so that the tension element becomes paramount in overriding visual 
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concerns. The. processes incorporated in the pieces register equally 
with the material at its chosen worked state--to be in parity. 
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THE FABRICATION OF A STEEL SCULPTURE 
The following photographs document the fabrication o f  a steel sculp­
ture. Steel was chosen for its structural strengths in linear-formed 
stock. The strength and durability o f  the material enables work in 
larger than life-siie scale, capable o f  existing in the out-o f-doors, 
besides installation in suitable interior environments. 
The concept for the piece began when this sculptor was approached 
by an individual to do a commission. The commission of fered the finan­
cial support needed in order to purchase the steel. Once there was 
support, a piece was designed that embodied concern for line with ten­
sions to hold that line in place. The steel forms were designed to 
show their inherent strength. The cables were used as flowing lines 
from one structure to another besides causing the tensions in the piece. 
The triangular emphasis in the composition was chosen for its structural 
strength and for what it o ffers in visual unity--at least two sides o f  
the piece are seen from any viewpoint. ( fig. #1) 
The sculpture was designed to scale, l" = l', so as to know what 
form the fabrication process would take and for the amounts o f  material 
to purchase. Drawing the components enables me to conceptually build 
the piece be fore actual physical manipulation. However, when building 
a piece o f  sculpture, I do not feel bound to the drawn plan. The draw­
ing is used as a guide. It is o ften necessary to change the piece when 
needed in order to adjust the components to scale. 
All the materials ( fig. #2) were purchased at one time so as to 
avoid delays in the fabrication process. 
The first step was to build the center triangle. ( fig. #3) This 
Figure 1 
Working Drawing 
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Figure 2 
Raw Materials 
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Figure 3 
Components for Center Triangle 
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triangle was the module upon which the construction of the sculpture 
would be based. Two-inch thick wall tubing was cut into three one-foot 
lengths and then welded together . Twelve-gauge sheet was cut to form 
the corner caps for the triangle. The cutting was done by torch, 
ground down to a workable edge and then the caps were welded together 
and ground down. (fig . #4) The caps for .the center triangle were the 
first deviation from the drawn plan . The caps were needed to provide 
a stronger unity with the other structured components with caps, pre­
venting the piece from being visually cut in half . 
With the center module built , lengths of one-inch steel tubing were 
cut to form the triangular components of the bottom and center sections . 
(figs. #5 & #6) The short sides of the triangles were equal to the one­
foot lengths of the two-inch square tubing; then six four-foot pieces 
were cut along with six two-foot pieces. Once the tubing was welded 
together, I cut parts for the caps. 
The separate pieces for the caps were tacked together along with 
welding screw eyes to be used for cabling. ( fig. #7) The caps were 
ased to emphasize the movement of each component besides adding visual 
and physical strength to the ends. This becomes necessary when the 
cables place the structure in tension . 
The corners of the one-inch steel tubing components were welded and 
ground down along with the caps. (figs. #8 & #9) Each piece was final­
ized as it was constructed. This way the actual lengths would be known 
in order to determine how the other parts were to be fabricated . 
With the corners and caps ground down on the bottom and center sec­
tions of the isosceles steel structures, 3/8" holes were drilled and 
centered through the short side of the triangle at its corners . (fig .#10) 
. Figure 4 
Completed Center Triangle 
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Figure 5 
Components for Bottom Form 
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Figure 6 
Components for Center Form 
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Figure 7 
Caps Tacked Together 
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Figure 8 
Corners Welded and Ground Down 
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Figure 9 
Caps Welded and Ground Down 
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Figure 10 
3/8" Holes Drilled at Corners 
The diameter of the.holes allows a 13", 3/8" wide threaded steel rod 
to pass through. The rod allows the steel components to be attached 
to the center triangular module in later steps. 
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Twelve hinges were cut from 3/16" steel sheet (fig . #11) ; the cor­
ners were rounded in order to make sure the isosceles structures could 
swing freely besides removing a sharp cutting edge . 3/8" holes were 
drilled into-the hinges matching the diameter of the threaded rod. The 
hinges were tacked to the caps of the center triangular module, then 
welded and later ground down . The bottom and center sections were 
attached to the hinges utilizing the threaded rod and matching nuts . 
(fig. /F12) 
The bottom and center sections were completed; the structure was 
then erected utilizing a temporary tension system of cabling the points 
of each section--similar to a tripod. {fig. #13) 
Seeing two-thirds of the structure in place, it could then be real­
ized how the top isosceles triangles were to be constructed, which was 
similar to the first two sets of triangles . Six pieces of one-inch 
steel tubing to be the sides and_ three 12" pieces for the short side of 
the triangle were cut. (fig. #14) When the tubing was welded together, 
the components for the caps were cut. The pieces were tacked, welded 
and ground down. ( fig. /fo 15) 3/8" holes were drilled into the corners 
of the short side of the isosceles triangle for the threaded rod . In 
completing the longest set of triangles, all the isosceles structures 
were made . 
In order to attach the top sections of triangles to the center sec­
tion, it was necessary to fabricate six hinges with 3/8" holes . An 
angle was cut on the edge of the hinge that attached to the center sec-
Figure 11 
Hinges 
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Figure 12 
Hinges Attached to Center Module 
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Figure 13 
Bottom and Center Sections Erected 
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Figure 14 
Linear Stock for Top Forms 
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Figure 15 
Top Forms Completed 
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tions of the triangles. (fig. #16) The angle allowed the hinge to be 
parallel to the center triangular module when attached. This hinge 
would allow ease in movement for the top triangles to be swung into 
place and to be put under tension. The hinges were attached, welded 
and ground down. (fig. #17) The hinges were placed on the center sec­
tion of triangles so that an equilateral triangle would evolve when the 
short sides of the top isosceles structures were placed between the 
hinges. The top section was then swung into place. (fig. #18) 
At this point, it was decided to make a second deviation from the 
drawn plan involving the cabling system for the piece. The change re­
sulted when it was fully realized that the three sections of isosceles 
triangles provided dominant diagonal forces with the center triangular 
module which is the only component available to provide a horizontal 
emphasis. In order to give added horizontal emphasis, two forms similar 
in design to the center module were constructed to be suspended in the 
cabling system. 
The two equilateral triangular forms were constructed from one-inch 
square steel tubing and 12-gauge sheet was used for the caps. (figs. 
#19 & /120) One triangle had 13" sides while the smaller had 611 sides. 
The pieces were tacked, welded and ground down. Screw eyes were welded 
in so cables could be attached. (figs. #21 & #22) 
The piece was moved out of the studio and onto a theater stage where 
height-was needed for installation. The cables were strung through the 
piece according to the drawn plan (fig. #1) leading from cap to cap of 
the triangular forms. (fig. #23) The two small equilateral triangles 
were cabled into place horizontally. Three turnbuckles were attached 
between the small triangles (fig. #24) with cables running through the 
Figure 16 
Hinges for Top Forms 
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Figure 17 
Hinges Attached to Center Triangles 
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Figure 18 
Top Forms Attached to Hinges 
Figure 19 
Components for Top Triangles 
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Components for Bottom Triangle 
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Figure 2 1  
Top Triangle Completed 
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Figure 22 
Bottom Triangle Completed 
Figure 2 3  
Cable Installation 
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Figure 24 
Turnbuckles in Place 
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center module which adjusted the amount of  tension in the piece. The 
cables in the piece function structurally as well as visually in tying 
together the various forms. Each cable limits the movement o f  the steel 
components while being held in place by other structures in similar 
cabled tension. Since the piece is hinged and cabled, expansion and 
contraction o f  the materials in the out-of-doors would allow the piece 
to adjust, stabilized by the tensions o f  all the parts working o f f  each 
other. The entire structure is de fined by the cables emphasizing the 
triangular formula o f  the sculpture. The piece was constructed, cabled 
and completed. ( fig. #25) 
Figure 25 
Completed Steel Sculpture 
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF A WOOD SCULPTURE 
The following photographs document the construction o f  a wood sculp­
ture. I chose to make the object from quarter-sawed white oak. This 
particular o.::i.k has a tight grain structure which enables linear forms 
to be structurally sound yet allows flexibility in subtle movement to 
encountered tension. The piece was made for indoor installation. The 
components that comprise the sculpture were held in place through vari­
ous tensions; ext�rnal environmental elements could disrupt the piece. 
The concepts for this sculpture began to take full form a fter the 
previous steel piece had been finished. This object was to have a hori­
zontal emphasis as opposed to the vertical emphasis of the steel piece. 
The wood sculpture appears to be fragile unlike the steel which shows 
material strength. The piece is designed to show concern for various 
dimensional thicknesses of line with tension to hold that line place. 
Each set of  components has its own dimensional thickness of line. The 
tensions vary in the sculpture from being cantilevered to utilizing 
gravitational weight of one component on another. A triangular emphasis 
was used in the various components for its visual and structural strength. 
However, the sculptural form is rectangular in its spatial domain. 
The object began on the floor ( fig. #26) . A chalk drawing was made 
in order to visualize the scale o f  the piece. As with the steel, the 
drawing provides a way to conceptually build the piece, besides knowing 
the size of each component and the amount of  material to be used. When 
working in wood, response to form and material manipulation during the 
construction process is intuitive. The drawing was essential to for­
malizing the idea, but the sculpture evolved to its final form during 
fabrication. Reaction to each component with its visual emphasis is 
Figure 26 
Chalk Drawing 
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necessary in order to make decisions about the next components to be 
made. 
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Linear stock was ripped from "planed" planks ( fig. :/F27) . The stock 
was ripped with the three sets of  components in mind, for each set has 
dif ferent linear dimensions. 
One-inch square stock was ripped for the bottom triangle. This form 
would have the thickest line and have a strong horizontal emphasis, 
a long with determining the sculpture's center. Four 25" lengths and two 
4' lengths were cut to form the triangular structure. With these various 
lengths, the angles to form the sides were cut and sanded. (fig. #28) 
The top point of  the bottom triangle was mitered while the other two 
angles were butt-jointed. The parts were glued and pegged together with 
\" dowel rods. 
When the two sides were fabricated, 5/8" holes were drilled so that 
5/8" dowel rods would run through the sides and place them 7 1/8" apart. 
(fig. :/129) The dowels were pegged into place by .\" dowel rods. (fig. :/f30) 
The form was completed. ( fig. #31) This triangular component would be 
used as a module to guide the various widths of  the middle and top sec­
tions of triangles. 
The center section is comprised of right triangles. There would be 
three sets of  right triangles with a total of  six sides. The 5/8" x l" 
stock were used to make the linear forms. The dimensional thickness of 
this line would be in between the thicknesses of the line used for the 
top ar..d bottom sections of  forms. 8ix 17" and six 2612" lengths of stock 
were cut with a 45 angle on one end which would be the right angle for 
these triangle& (fig. #32) 
With the right angles glued together, six 31�" lengths were cut to 
Figure 27 
Raw Materials 
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Figure 28 
Components for Bottom Form 
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Figure 29 
5/8" Holes Drilled into Sides 
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Figure 30 
Dowels Pegged into Place 
Figure 31 
Completed Bottom Form 
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Figure 32 
Right Angles for Center Section 
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form the third side. All the angles o f  the center section of triangles 
were made to be mitered together. (fig. #33) The sides for the right 
triangles were glued and pegged together with 1/8" dowel rods. (fig. ://:34) 
When the sid�s were constructed, �" holes were drilled at the corners 
and in the middle o f  each length so �" dowel rods would connect the two 
sides together. (fig. #35) The width for the center right triangles 
equaled the inside dimension o f  the bottom triangular module when the 
· \" dowel rods placed the two sides apart. The �" dowels were pegged 
into place with 1/8" dowels. (fig. ://:36) 
The center section o f  right triangles were complete. ( fig. #37) 
One triangle was centered between the other two triangles, facing each 
other. The \" dowel that connected all the right triangles together 
was not pegged into place; this section could pivot at center when 
positioned on the bottom form. A �" dowel was added between the two 
right triangles on the one side in order to add stability when the top 
structures would be placed on the center section. (fig. #38) 
The \" and 7 /811 linear stock was ripped for the three top triangular 
forms. The stock was cut to six 59�" lengths, six 20 3/4" lengths and 
six 73" lengths. The top point in the triangle was cut to be mitered 
while the other two points were cut to be butted. ( fig. #39) The lengths 
were glued and doweled together, forming the sides for the three sets 
of triangle& (fig. #40) On the ends that were butted together, the top 
linear elements appear to overhang the bottom base-line. In this way, 
the top structure would act as a visual covering over the rest o f  the 
sculpture. 
Nine 3/8" holes were cut into the bottom line o f  the top forms. 
(fig. ://:41) The 3/8" holes would permit 3/8" dowels to space the two 
Figure 33 
Components for Center Section 
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Figure 34 
Components Pegged Together 
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Figure 35 
\" Holes Drilled into Sides 
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Figure 36 
Dowels Pegged into Place 
Figure 37 
Completed Center Section 
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Figure 38 
Dowel Added to Center Section 
Figure 39 
Components for Top Forms 
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Figure 40 
Sides Glued and Pegged Together 
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Figure 41 
3/8" Holes Drilled into Sides 
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sides apart. By having the holes drilled, the two sides of the three 
sets of top forms would align with the dowels so a 3/ 16" wide, 3/8" 
deep dado could be cut 27 times in the top lines of the form. The six 
sides were then dadoed (fig. 4142), which would allow 81 3/ 16" x l" x 
7 1/8" slats to be placed into the dadoes. Then 105 slats were cut in 
order to have a choice of the 8 1  to be used, with 27 slats in each form. 
(fig. 4143) 
The sides for the top forms were spaced apart by 3/8" dowels, pegged 
into the linear stock. (fig. #44) The width of the top forms was equal 
to the inside width of a triangular form in the center section. With 
the sides spaced apart, the slats were glued into the dadoes of the 
structure with an overhang of 5/8" on each side. (fig. /fr45) Slats run 
parallel to the dowel spacers which run perpendicular to the linear 
stock in the entire structure. The top forms were completed. 
Saddles were fabricated so the components could later be placed on 
each other. Four saddles were made for the bottom triangular module and 
six saddles were made for the top slatted structures. (fig. #46) The 
saddles for the bottom module were glued and pegged into place along 
with the saddles for the top components. (fig. #47) The center section 
could now be placed between the top and bottom structures, held in place 
by the weight of the top section pulling against the saddles of the 
bottom form. 
Before placing the forms together, the ends of 12 pieces of 3/32" 
steel welding rods, cut to 15" lengths were hooked. (fig. /fr48) Tbe rods 
would be used with turnbuckles for the adjustment of the horizontal 
position of the top forms when saddled upon the center forms. These were 
then hooked together with screw eyes in the top and center sections. 
Figure 42 
Dadoed Sides 
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Figure 43 
105 Slats 
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Figure 44 
Top Forms Doweled Together 
Figure 45 
Slats in Place 
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Figure 46 
Saddles 
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Figure 47 
Saddles in Place 
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Figure 48 
Hooked Rods and Turnbuckles 
(fig. 1149) 
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To complete the mechanisms for holding the various components to­
gether, the forms were sanded to make ready for application of "Danish 
Oil". This llil penetrates the surface of the wood, sealing the oak, and 
slightly hardening the surface besides bringing out the grain structure. 
The components were treated with one application hand-rubbed onto the 
oak. 
With the forms oiled, the sculpture was ready for installation. The 
center section of right triangles was placed in the saddles of the bottom 
module. The center of the bottom form was in line with the center pivot 
of the middle section. (fig. #50) The top slatted forms were placed on 
the center section of the right triangles using the saddles at the top 
point of the right triangle. The steel rods and turnbuckles were con­
nected to the screw eyes of the center and top forms causing a diagonal 
movement in line and creating a triangular emphasis. (fig. #51) The 
slatted forms, being parallel to the bottom module, cantilever from the 
center section. 
The slats in the top structures run a perpendicular to the movement 
of the linear stock in the triangular structures. The top forms run in 
opposite directions to each other causing an equilibrium to the movement 
of the line in its own spatial domain. The center section of forms adds 
diagonal movement between the horizontal emphasis of the top and bottom 
components in the view from the side. Front and back views of the piece 
emphasize a perpendicular structure of the vertical and horizontal axis. 
The various components in the piece were held in place by tension which 
was either cantilevered as in the top forms or through gravitational 
weight of one component locked into another as in the center section on 
Figure 49 
Screw Eyes for Rods 
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Figure 50 
Center Section on Bottom Form 
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Figure 51 
Rods and Turnbuckles in Place 
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the bottom form. The piece registers the marks of my workmanship caused 
by the tools used in cutting and shaping the various components. The 
sculpture was complete; the process of structured tension is in parity 
to the material utilized. (fig. #52) 
Figure 52 
Completed Wood Sculpture 
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CONCLUSION 
The fabrications presented document this approach to the making of 
sculpture in mild steel and quarter-sawed white oak. The problem of 
fabricating parts to be constrticted into a unified sculptural form that 
uitlizes linear elements held in place through tension is successful. 
When looking at each object, the concepts envisioned before construction 
are fully realized in the sculpture's completed state. 
Having worked two pieces that utilize tension with linear elements, 
it is felt that there will be less tension used in future objects. The 
sculptures will probably have more structured components that will use 
static parts to experience line and possibly mass in space. 
The documented steel and oak pieces have given me a better under­
standing in the use of structured line and the process of having line 
manipulated in space. The possibility of moving into other materials 
and incorporating them into wood and steel is highly probable. The 
future pieces of sculpture will continue to have their beginning in con­
cept, to be finalized in matching the concept to material and process so 
an equilibrium will �xist in the finished object. 
